
Exclusive

Exclusive Psychedelic 
 Assisted Couples Therapy 

4- day Weekend Retreat
Netherlands

Jeanine Souren &  Hans van Wechem, MD
Hans:  Psychiatrist, Bonding Psychotherapist
and Marriage and Family Therapist 
Jeanine:  Psychologist, Psychotherapist,
Sexologist and  Marriage & Family Therapist. 

Your Clinical Team 

Strengthen your relationship while experiencing a
deep connection in a safe setting

Accommodation
This retreat is for a 3 night - 4 day stay in this
historic, luxurious and private accommodation
located in a peaceful environment only 40
minutes outside of Amsterdam. Our private chef
will cater healthy meals.

A deep process of opening your
heart

Learn and grow together
Jeanine and Hans use their decades of experience
apply their expertise and innate understanding of
human nature to guide you to explore the deepest
part of your relationship. Every moment of this
retreat is important. It will help you come back to a
place of peace, strength and profound love.  

This retreat is for a maximum of 6 couples. Each
participant is thoroughly screened before being
allowed to join. This experience is unique. Only
couples who meet our exacting standards can
join this well structured and exclusive retreat. 

Combining couples therapy and psychedelics will
help you explore your relationship from a different
and enlightening perspective. This retreat will help
you harness the fundamental changes which your
relationship deserves. It works!  

May 12- May 15, 2022
€ 2.500 pp

Hans & Jeanine: "The experience of exploring one
mind can bring the couple into a unique

relational space"

 
- immersive couples therapy -



 Prior to arrival: Couples intake and screening 
 

Day 1:  Thursday May 12 
Arrival: Opening Ceremony and Value based Couples work 

Preparation for psychedelic session 
 

Day 2:  Friday May 13 
Truffle ceremony

Sharing circle
 

Day 3:  Saturday May 14 
Different exercises to grow together

Bonding interventions
 

Day 4:  Sunday May 15 
Integration - to make concrete, meaningful changes

 
Departure 

 

 
Extensive knowledge

condensed
 

Clients' feedback:

'Their methods are
deeply complementary'

'These two are experts in
medicine, psychiatry,
psychology, sex therapy,
relationship therapy,
systemic family therapy
and bonding therapy'

'Their feminine and
masculine energies
complement each
other' Hans: "Not everyone is

eligible, screening is an
important part of this

process."

 Jeanine: "learn to let go
and transform root causes,

so you can create a new
story."

+31 6 39794898 info@jeaninesouren.com www.jeaninesouren.com

May 12 - May 15, 2022
2.500 € pp

 

Unique teachings by 2
modern & licensed
clinicians

4- day Weekend Retreat
Netherlands

May 12- May 15, 2022
€ 2.500 pp


